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   Media Events induced by the internet, which are seen as a process in this 
paper, are developing events. Through the comprehensive studying of Media Events 
induced by the internet occuring during 2009 and 2011， I try to find some 
communication characteristics presented in the transformation from a single fact to a 
Media Event induced by the internet which absorbs lots of attention, including five 
areas:the information source , the communication contents, the communication model, 
the noise and the communication effect. The results show that: In the aspect of the 
information source, the information source of Media Events induced by the internet is 
undertaking a change from traditional medias to internet medias, especially the online 
community. Meanwhile, the advantage of Weibo as a information releasing platform 
has been being outstanding since 2010 ; In the aspect of the communication contents, 
The protest of rights and interests event, the abuse of public power event and the 
morality & privacy event constitute the main contents types. There are some common 
reasons to cause the three types gaining frequent occurrences, they are the macro 
background of China's social transition period, public journalism of media and the 
rising field of public opinion. The nature of Most of Media Events induced by the 
internet is the process involved type, and of a few events is the source produced type ; 
In the aspect of the communication model, Media Events-induced by the internet 
reflect the characteristics of the Newcomb's A-B-X Model and the Social Networking 
Model; As to the spread process of rumors, network communication ,Weibo and other 
new medias have showed the self-purification ability, and I believe that rumor is not a 
scourge. Rumors increase the uncertainty of events , at the same time, they stimulate 
the generation of more information, tapping into even more surprisingly behind the 
scenes; In the aspect of the communication effect, Media Events induced by the 















promoting issuing laws and policies , but the weak effect is continuing to improve 
now. if you want to strengthen the effect on promoting issuing laws and policies, it 
needs the large numbers of reports of "People's Daily" to improve the convert ability 
from public issues to media issues and finally to policy issues. 
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据 CNNIC 发布的《第 29 次中国互联网络发展状况调查统计报告》，截至 2011
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